
Changing Of The Guard

	
 In the effort to prioritize our growing national focus upon an aggressively implemented 
high-stakes testing and, even more importantly, a subsequently ordered succession of highly 
remunerative school transformations – well, you first had to make sure that your loudly 
advertised premise of an absolute need for the invasive, score-based reform of a “broken” 
system...

Never actually stopped.  
Repeatedly, you commanded a largely schematically deprived public to buy into your 

vigorously published theory that, in a deepest countrywide compassion, an unprecedentedly 
“benevolent” public school management should permit a never-endingly coerced, if negligibly 
managed, change.   

And, then?
Well, then; with an additionally poignant concern, you had then to instigate the 

heartrending demand for an immediate shift in our national public school oversight.  A full-out 
change, as it were, of the old-school, old-values, community-collaborative, neighborhood-
protective, voice-inclusive democratic guard.  

Fortunately, time proved there to be more than one route to eliminating the opposition 
which came so predictably tied to traditionally elected school boards.  The most effective 
method; the most expedient way to stop the annoying reluctance which came forevermore 
attached to democratically seated and guardedly watchful school boards?

Well, gee.   
Simply eradicate them completely.  
Simply eliminate the constricting hesitancy linked to democratically empowered school 

boards, and, in the name of an uncompromising, we-care-so-much-about-kids expediency 
(labeling your moment in history as nothing less than a true emergency):  

Abruptly hand a total and unquestioned administrative power over to one of those self-
proclaimed I-do-it-all educational Superheroes.  One of those every year louder, every year more 
self-aggrandizing educational experts.  One of those big-name, self-promoting school reformers 
who, so insistently and repeatedly, commanded a public attention by making loudly belligerent 
promises for delivering exactly what the so many professed-as-benevolent (if, in actuality, 
privileged-class-disconnected) politicians of silver bullet days privately desired: 

Magic.


